Cardiovascular function and arterial blood gases during isolated ultrafiltration in healthy man.
In order to recognize possible cardiovascular signs of underhydration during isolated ultrafiltration (IUF), we have studied the physiological hemodynamic adaptation to IUF in healthy man both above and below normohydration. In 7 subjects IUF was performed with the subjects in a normohydrated state at the start of IUF. In 8 subjects the IUF was preceded by a 1-hour infusion of Ringer solution equal to 3% of body weight. By invasive techniques, cardiac index (thermodilution), stroke index, heart rate, brachial and pulmonary arterial blood pressures, systemic vascular resistance index, central blood temperature, PaO2 and PaCO2 were measured. Calf vascular resistance was assessed by venous occlusion plethysmography. A recirculation period of 30 min was followed by IUF in both study groups. During IUF with overhydration and normohydration at the start of IUF, cardiac output fell because of a decline in stroke volume and an unchanged heart rate. Blood pressure remained constant because of systemic vascular constriction. PaO2 and PaCO2 remained unchanged. IUF in healthy man is mainly characterized by vascular constriction and an unchanged heart rate. Thus, the cardiovascular adaptation to ultrafiltration was the same whether or not ultrafiltration was performed at overhydration or normohydration at the start of ultrafiltration. Therefore, it is unlikely that monitoring of heart rate or noninvasive recording of blood pressure can predict whether a subject is becoming underhydrated during isolated ultrafiltration. The adaptation to IUF is similar to that observed during the treatment of uremic patients without complications.